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Shell to stall hires and get "ruthless" on contractors
International Herald Tribune 

Related News Stories

Shell quarterly profits fall but raises dividend 
International Herald Tribune  

By Tom Bergin Royal Dutch Shell reported a big drop in fourth-quarter net

profits and missed analysts' forecasts, but the oil major eased investor fears

about cashflows by raising its dividend while...

UPDATE 3-Shell Q4 profits fall, but will raise Q1 div 
The Guardian  

(Correcting misspelling of net in first paragraph) * Shell Q4 CCS net profit

By Tom Bergin Royal Dutch Shell may trim its
workforce with a plan to leave vacancies unfilled
and to "ruthlessly" review its use of contract staff,
according to an internal email seen by Reuters.
The email, sent by a senior executive in Shell's
core exploration and production division, told
managers "the world has...
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(Correcting misspelling of net in first paragraph) * Shell Q4 CCS net profit
$4.8 billion * Oil and gas production flat * Q1 2009 dividend to be raised 5
percent (Adds detail, analyst comment, share reaction)...

Shell Q4 profits fall, but will raise Q1 dividend 
The Boston Globe  

LONDON (Reuters) - Royal Dutch Shell Plc <RDSa.L> reported a big drop in
fourth-quarter next profits and missed analysts' forecasts, but the oil major
eased investor fears about cashflows by raising its...

BP misses profit forecasts 
International Herald Tribune  

: BP missed analysts' forecasts on Tuesday with a 24 percent drop in profit
due to the oil price collapse and a Russian loss, while smaller U.S. players
cut spending plans to fit a tougher...

Shell gets tough on costs as oil prices bite
International Herald Tribune  

By Tom Bergin Royal Dutch Shell has intensified its cost-cutting efforts in
response to the collapse in oil prices and also plans to step up efforts to
improve what it said was a "mixed"...

Shell and BP Q4 profits seen hit by crude collapse 
International Herald Tribune  

By Tom Bergin Oil majors including Royal Dutch Shell and BP are expected
to announce the end of a four-year run of record-breaking earnings over
the coming weeks, after crude prices collapsed from over...

Shell and BP profits could be hit by crude collapse 
International Herald Tribune  

By Tom Bergin Oil majors including Royal Dutch Shell and BP are expected
to announce the end of a four-year run of record-breaking earnings over
the coming weeks, after crude prices collapsed from over...

Shell hit by collapsing oil prices 
CNN  

Shell hit by collapsing oil prices Oil giant posts 28% decline in profit, but
proposes to hike first-quarter dividend. | | | RSS Paste this link into your
favorite RSS desktop reader See all CNNMoney.com RSS...

Shell Quarterly Profit Falls on Weaker Crude 
CNBC  

Oil major Royal Dutch Shell said on Thursday fourth-quarter Current Cost of
Supply (CCS) net profit fell 28 percent to $4.79 billon as crude prices

collapsed, but it still managed to raise its next dividend....

Shell raises dividend as profit falls 
Globe and Mail  

Royal Dutch Shell Plc reported a big drop in fourth-quarter net profits and
missed analysts' forecasts, but the oil major eased investor fears about
cashflow by raising its dividend while lifting planned...

New nurses in Arizona face hiring challenges 
The Examiner  

Comments PHOENIX (Map, News) - Nathan Caulk graduated from Arizona

State University last month with a degree that he thought was better than
gold in these tough economic times: a bachelor's degree in nursing....

Social worker shortage 'a crisis' 
BBC News  

One in seven social worker posts across England is unfilled as a "real crisis"
grips the profession, the Tories say. Their figures suggest at least a third
of posts are unfilled at eight councils including...
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The Examiner 
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